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veni, vidi...

timeo Danaos
et dona ferentes?

Così che con l’aiuto di costoro 
(e col consenso di Chi sta lassù) 
ciascun di noi possa rendere un giorno 
cibo alla tavola e sonno alla notte, 
celebrare le feste ed i conviti 
libero da pugnali insanguinati…
sì che possa tornar presto la grazia 
su questa nostra desolata terra.

gratis

Shakespeare, Macbeth, Atto III, Scena VI
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PASSO DEL TONALE (BS-TN) PONTE DI LEGNO (BS) VERMIGLIO (TN)



veni, vidi... gratis
The “veni, vidi…” with which this year’s Tonalestate 

title starts, usually ends – in the Roman annals – with 
a “vici”. Caesar – and all those who are and do like 
him – states: I came, I saw how the situation was 
and I conquered; fear me then, as I am very powerful. 
But Tonalestate, land of myth-people, concludes the 
terrible sentence powerful people love to say so much 
by using, instead, the word dear to those who are 
humble: “gratis”.

“Gratis” is contraction of the Latin term “gratis”, 
plural dative form of “gratia”, that we can then 
translate with “to the graces”. But “gratis”, in Latin, 
is also plural ablative: originally, the ablative indicated 
provenance, and for that reason we should translate 
it with “from the graces”. Syncretically, though, Latins 
subsequently amplified its meaning, giving the word 
both an instrumental significance (“through the 
graces/thanks to the graces”) and a locative one (“in 
the graces”). By continuing our research, we further 
find that “gratis” is also plural dative and ablative of 
the adjective “gratus”, so it is possible to translate it 
with “to those who are grateful; from those who are 
grateful; through/thanks to those who are grateful; in/
between those who are grateful”.

Therefore, “gratis” is a term considered in its plural 
form. And we cannot avoid connecting it to the myth 
of the Graces, who were called Charites by the Greeks. 
According to Hesiod, they were three: Aglaia, bringer 
of light, splendour and beauty; Euphrosyne, who gives 
joy to gods, nature and human beings; and, lastly, 
Thalia, she who gifts flowers, fertility and fullness. 
Aglaia, the most beautiful between the three, married 
Hephaestus and from their marriage were born good 
repute, the art of being well-spoken, prosperity, plenty, 
and friendliness. This myth truly opens before us a 
luminous and welcome scenario, a scenario which we 
know we need and of which we are in search.

If these are the origins and the meanings of the 
term “gratis”, we ask ourselves: why is this adverb 
today pronounced with much suspect or, to use a 
Spanish term, with such devious “alevosìa”? why is 
it always linked to greed and deception? And, on the 
contrary, why is it an adjective so dear to the poor 
and to those who prefer having authentic and sincere 
friends over a thousand golden or silver coins?

The Tonalestate poster poses us with a question 
mark to the famous sentence written by Virgil in the 
Aeneid and here suggested as a subtitle. Laocoon, 
Trojan minister, warned his people of the danger 

contained in the Greeks’ gift. As it usually happens 
to prophets, his words fell on deaf ears, and he felt 
that in that horse, “religiously” gifted, the enemy was 
hiding. What are the gifts we should fear? Are we at 
the point where we should distrust the sweet verb “to 
offer”, from which derives “offering (gift, donation)”, 
wonderful word to rediscover and to relive? 

Painted by Casorati a few years after the end of the 
First World War, in a suffering and hungry Europe, 
in the Tonalestate poster we see a girl – also called 
“the child” – that no longer has anything and anyone: 
everything has been taken from her and she is in a 
silent wait. What and who is she waiting for? Is she 
hoping, against all odds, that someone comes to gift 
her what the Graces know to gift? Is her trust just a 
mirage or, even in her steep lingering, will she find a 
positive answer?

Inside the horror of a world that loves power so 
much that it allows homicide and massacre, a world 
that lets its peoples go hungry and that devours them 
like Saturn did, the world, in short, of Macbeth, skilful 
warrior transformed in mad traitor by the bloody 
regality which he believes he is destined to, we hear 
a voice of hope raising, full of promise. It is the voice 
of someone that Shakespeare doesn’t name, only 
stopping at describing him with one of the highest 
human virtues: nobility. And it is this nobleman, with a 
most precise simplicity, that points at what we should 
all ask and, at the occurrence, demand from those 
who govern us: food in the canteens, peaceful sleep 
at night and freedom from the horror of violence.

Tonalestate questions: do those who refute being 
like Caesar and like Macbeth truly have in themselves 
a revolutionary force able of changing the world? 
And are still true, today, the words of that young 
Palestinian that, two thousand years ago, had the 
courage to state that what owns the Earth are and will 
always be myths? Does a “give for free” that isn’t what 
they now call “philanthro-capitalism” exist? And if it 
exists, what face does it have and what method does 
it use? And furthermore: how do we put food in that 
child’s cup? And who will be able to fill her artic and 
motionless solitude with truly free proximity?

Of this, and with much creativity, we will talk 
at Tonalestate, this international university that 
accompanies, with its cultural commitment, the 
meeting, inside of an even bigger holiday, of young 
people and adults coming from various parts of the 
world, united by a constant work aimed at bringing, 
inside society, experiences so alive that they are able 
of renewed humanity.


